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Ogling Inches Design Architects has been named as the best InteriorOgling Inches Design Architects has been named as the best Interior
designer and architect in Pune for Residential and Commercial design.designer and architect in Pune for Residential and Commercial design.
Ogling Inches is involved in conceptualizing, designing and realizing aOgling Inches is involved in conceptualizing, designing and realizing a
diverse array of residential, cultural and commercial projects. Ourdiverse array of residential, cultural and commercial projects. Our
studio is a collaboration of architects, Interior designers andstudio is a collaboration of architects, Interior designers and
contractors, that believe design is a practice of optimism.contractors, that believe design is a practice of optimism.

It was a brain child of Prashant Kulshreshtha, He has Ten years ofIt was a brain child of Prashant Kulshreshtha, He has Ten years of
experience in architecture and interior designing residential andexperience in architecture and interior designing residential and
commercial projects, while working with Christopher Charles Benningercommercial projects, while working with Christopher Charles Benninger
Architects and Paranjape Schemes.Architects and Paranjape Schemes.

It endeavors to create each design project unique in itself researchingIt endeavors to create each design project unique in itself researching
over the international interior design trends and Internationalover the international interior design trends and International
architectural works. It has been also named into Top 50 GenNxtarchitectural works. It has been also named into Top 50 GenNxt
designers of India 2017.designers of India 2017.
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Ogling inches can handle almost 15 projects at a time. With time andOgling inches can handle almost 15 projects at a time. With time and
unique designs, top interior designers Ogling inches has acquired anunique designs, top interior designers Ogling inches has acquired an
image of Experts in commercial & residential interiors and architectureimage of Experts in commercial & residential interiors and architecture
in Pune. With our experience we are also able to offer End to Endin Pune. With our experience we are also able to offer End to End
design solutions to our clients. Ogling Inches commits to executedesign solutions to our clients. Ogling Inches commits to execute
projects with fastest delivery timeline and tightest budgets.projects with fastest delivery timeline and tightest budgets.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/best-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/best-
interior-designers-in-pune-ogling-inches-design-architects-9177interior-designers-in-pune-ogling-inches-design-architects-9177
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